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SUMMARY
L 'Estartit jloating tide gauge was set up in J 990. Data are taken in graphics registers from each two hours the mean
value is recorded in an electronic support. L 'Estartit tide gauge series pro vides good quality information about the
changes in the sea heights at centimeter leve!., that is the magnitude of the common tides in the Mediterranean. This
data has been used to compute the Mean Sea Surface MSS using GPS Buoys along an ascending track of
Topex/Poseidon (July 2000) and Jason-I (August 2002). In the framework of the Spanish Space Project refESP2005-
05829, the instrumentation of sea level measurements will be improved by providing a radar tide gauge and a
continuous GPS station in a coastal convenient location at the the NE Spanish area. The main objective wil! be rhe
estimation from the time series of sea level change in the area. lt is intended that the overal! system will constitute a
CGPS station ofthe TlGA (GPS Tide Gauge Benchmark Monitoring) network.
1. INTRODUCCIÓN
The instrumentation consists on the reference station at the
eoast and the GPS buoys. The near tide gauge is only used when
performing the indirect method. The reference station close to the
satellite ground traek is needed in order to aehieve kinematie buoy
solutions within centimeter aeeuraey level, whieh is the typieal
error assumed for the range measurement ofthe altimeter [3].
In all ihe eampaigns, the buoy solution has been computed by
using a differential kinematie strategy with short baselines,
assuming common atmosphere corrections (ionosphere and
speeially troposphere) between the fix receiver and the rover. The
mean value ofthe baselines is of 14.3 km and 14.9 km in 1999 and
in 2000, respectively, and of 22.4 km in 2002. These calibration




Apart ofthe tide gauge at I'Estartit, two ancilliary sensors were
temporally installed at Llafranc harbor in 1999 in order to study the
spatial and temporal variability of the lides in that area from the
simultaneous records.
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2. L'EST ARTIT TlDE GAUGE
The advantage of using l'Estartit record is the continuity and
the length of its lime series (the record valid for all the three
campaigns). L'Estartit tide gauge is a classical floating tide gauge
set up in l'Estartit harbour. Data are taken in graphics registers,
from which a data each two hours is recorded in electronie support.
This two hour data are interpolated to one hour data to do a good
hannonic analysis of the astronomical tide (Fig. 2).
Tide gauge is controlled each week to get correct and accuracy
data and the tide gauge maintenance has the same periodicity. A
quality control (o ensure the self-eonsistency of the records has
been made.
The tide gauge heights are geo-referenced 10 a benchmark of
the Cartographic Institute of Catalonia (ICC). The coordinates of
this geodetie mark have been calculated in 1999 by a precise
leveling survey in order to conneet the benchmark 10 the local
EUREF sub-network that ineludes the permanent GPS IGS-lTRF
station al Cap de Creus.
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2. FUTURE TIDE GAUGE INSTALLATION
The tide gauge radar lo be installed al l'Estarit harbour or
eventually in other place in the E Spain coast is an affordable tide
measuring and data transmission system, consisting on the
following two main parts:
Data Acquisition and Transmission Unit model 3000C with
built-in GSMlGPRS radio-modem and GPS receiver, plus
antennae.water level microwave (RADAR) sensor, model
WLPULS-62.
The main function of the system is to measure the sea water
level (Fig. 3). However, the Data Acquisition Unit 3000C, allows
the coonnection of additional hydrological, meteorological or
environmental sensors, up to a total of 4.8 or 16 analog channels,
plus other parameters such as precipitation and wind speed, etc.,
profiting other digital inputs available.
Tide data is stored in the intemal memory al programmable
time intervals and transmitted to a Central Station via any of the
available cornmunication ways, such as direct radio link,
GSM/GPRS cellular network and via Internet or satellite,
The Central Station may interroga te any number of remote
measuring tide gauge stat ion s al any time, using the GEONICA
SUITE software package installed on the Central Computer. Data
can be retrieved in real or delayed time, according 10 the user
requirements.
The tide gauge unit is powered by internal barteries lo be
recharged by an optional solar panel or by the mains 220 1 I 10 V -
50/60 Hz. In the case of mains failure, the intemal batteries will
allow the unit lo still continue 10 work during several days,
depending on the power drain conditions and sensors installed.
In order to assure a high accuracy of the internal cJock, very
importanl for tide data intcrcomparison, the TIDE-GAUGE
recorder incorporates a GPS receiver for autornatic cJock
synchronization.
This allows a lime accuracy in the order of 40 nanoseconds,
suffering only a short but constant synchronization delay of some
milliseconds.
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4. SEA LEVEL MONITORING BY AIRBORNE
TECHNIQUES
The airbome calibration campaign with a Partenavia P-68
(lCC) carrying an Optech Lidar ALTM-3025 (lCC) was made on
June 16,2007, overflying J'Estartit harbour (about 6 km wide by
50 km long) and mapping with observe lidar strips of about 800 m.
wide (Fig. 4).
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The validation of this ncw technology LIDAR may be useful lo
fill coastal areas where satellite radar altimeters are not measuring
due to the large footprint and the resulting gaps of about 20-40 km
within the coastline. Mcasurements with a GPS Buoy were made
during the experience and a GPS reference station was installed in
Aiguablava. A DSM of l'Estartit harbour area was derived in the
first results from the campaign
FiEu~.J lID.-!R airbome CQ1upmqll al 1'Estartis, June 16, ]1)0-
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